Clinical Implementation of Dual-energy CT for Proton Treatment Planning on Pseudo-monoenergetic CT scans
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Summary
To clinically exploit the physical advantages of protons, a precise prediction of proton range from computed tomography (CT) is required. Dual-energy CT (DECT) can contribute to reduce CT-related uncertainties and thus minimize the irradiation of normal tissue. However,

Purpose: To determine whether a standardized clinical application of dual-energy computed tomography (DECT) for proton treatment planning based on pseudomonoenergetic CT scans (MonoCTs) is feasible and increases the precision of proton therapy in comparison with single-energy CT (SECT).

Methods and Materials: To define an optimized DECT protocol, CT scan settings were analyzed experimentally concerning beam hardening, image quality, and influence on the heuristic conversion of CT numbers into stopping-power ratios (SPRs) and were compared with SECT scans with identical CT dose. Differences in range prediction and dose distribution between SECT and MonoCT were quantified for phantoms and a patient.

Results: Dose distributions planned on SECT and MonoCT datasets revealed mean range deviations of 0.3 mm, γ passing rates (1%, 1 mm) greater than 99.9%, and
no clinically relevant changes in dose-volume histograms. However, image noise and CT-related uncertainties could be reduced by MonoCT compared with SECT, which resulted in a slightly decreased dependence of SPR prediction on beam hardening. Consequently, DECT was clinically implemented at the University Proton Therapy Dresden in 2015. Until October 2016, 150 patients were treated based on MonoCTs, and more than 950 DECT scans of 351 patients were acquired during radiation therapy.

**Conclusions:** A standardized clinical use of MonoCT for treatment planning is feasible, leads to improved image quality and SPR prediction, extends diagnostic variety, and enables a stepwise clinical implementation of DECT toward a physics-based, patient-specific, nonheuristic SPR determination. Further reductions of CT-related uncertainties, as expected from such SPR approaches, can be evaluated on the resulting DECT patient database. © 2016 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

---

**Introduction**

The physical benefit of proton therapy compared with photon therapy can contribute to high tumor coverage while sparing normal tissue more effectively (1-3). To improve the clinical exploitation of theoretic advantages, current uncertainties in proton range prediction from computed tomography (CT) have to be further minimized (4, 5). Inasmuch as proton treatment planning today is based on single-energy CT (SECT), CT-related uncertainties and the heuristic conversion of CT numbers into stopping-power ratios (SPRs) using a universal Hounsfield look-up table (HLUT) limit treatment accuracy. Additional margins of about 3.5% of absolute range are clinically used in beam direction to take account of these uncertainties. It has been shown that dual-energy CT (DECT) can potentially contribute to more precise proton range predictions (6-11). However, current findings are mainly based on DECT scans of homogeneous tissue substitutes and simplified inhomogeneous phantoms, which were tested retrospectively on a few DECT scans of head trauma patients (11) acquired with non-optimized DECT protocols for radiation therapy. Although voxelwise DECT-based SPR prediction approaches are subject to intensive research activities (8, 12), they are not yet clinically validated and applied because several challenges, for example, integration into commercial treatment planning systems (TPS), are still to be solved. Hence, a stepwise clinical implementation of DECT is highly advisable if not even inevitable. We propose here an approach, starting with treatment planning on DECT-based pseudo-monoenergetic CT datasets (MonoCTs) still using a heuristic CT-number-to-SPR conversion to ensure TPS compatibility and range prediction similar to SECT. For this purpose and in strict accordance with as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) principles, the patient’s SECT scan should be replaced by a DECT scan of similar or less CT dose. The DECT information can be used to calculate MonoCTs, which are an energy-dependent weighted sum of both single DECT scans acquired with 80/140 kVp (13):

\[
H(E_{\text{mono}}) = \alpha(E_{\text{mono}}) H_{80\text{kVp}} + \left[1 - \alpha(E_{\text{mono}})\right] H_{140\text{kVp}} \quad (1)
\]

To guarantee the clinical feasibility and safety of proton treatment planning on MonoCTs instead of SECT scans, specific requirements have to be fulfilled, which were evaluated within this study: similar image quality, at least comparable precision in range prediction, and no clinically relevant changes in dose distributions. This stepwise clinical implementation already provides with MonoCTs more possibilities to increase tissue contrast (14-18) and to reduce metal artifacts (13, 19), and it offers the opportunity to determine the ultimate role of DECT in proton therapy in a subsequent step by quantifying the potential benefits of a patient-specific DECT-based proton range prediction on a large DECT tumor patient database.

**Methods and Materials**

**CT measurements for DECT scan protocol optimization**

To determine the optimized MonoCT energy \(E_{\text{mono}}\) for treatment planning with regard to beam hardening and image quality, 17 cylindrical material samples (25 mm diameter, 10 mm length) distributed over the CT number scale from −1024 to 3071 HU were investigated. These samples were aligned in series along the central scanner axis of a single-source CT scanner Siemens Somatom Definition AS (Siemens Healthineers, Forchheim, Germany) and scanned in 3 setups simulating different beam hardening conditions: without additional phantom material (referred to as Air), in a water reservoir (Water), and in the water reservoir with
additional lateral cortical bone substitutes (Pelvis). More detailed information is provided in Supplement EA (available online at www.redjournal.org).

The CT images were acquired in single-energy (SE) and dual-energy (DE) modes with identical CT dose and scan settings optimized with respect to beam hardening and image quality (Table 1). The 2 CT scans in DE mode were acquired sequentially with a delay of approximately 10 to 15 seconds depending on scan regions.

For each investigated material i, its scan-specific CT number $H_i$ and corresponding standard deviation $\sigma_i$ were determined in regions of interest with 18 mm diameter. To obtain x-ray attenuation properties in humans, CT numbers of 71 tabulated human tissues (20, 21) were calculated with an in-house optimized scanner-specific stoichiometric CT number prediction (22, 23), which was calibrated based on the elemental composition and measured CT number of the scanned tissue substitutes.

Table 1  Computed tomography (CT) scan protocols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CT scan parameter</th>
<th>Single-energy CT (SECT)</th>
<th>Dual-energy CT (DECT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tube voltage/kV</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current time product/mAs</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTDIvol32cm/mGy</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition</td>
<td>$24 \times 1.2$ mm</td>
<td>$24 \times 1.2$ mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconstruction kernel</td>
<td>D34</td>
<td>D34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More detailed information is presented in Supplement EB (available online at www.redjournal.org).

Image parameters for quantitative MonoCT evaluation

To evaluate the image noise and beam hardening effects on CT numbers of MonoCT datasets compared with 120 kVp SECT scans (current clinical standard), the energy-dependent image-noise ratio (INR):

$$\text{INR}(E_{\text{mono}}) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{E_{\text{mono}}}{\sigma_i} \right)^2}$$

and beam-hardening ratio (BHR):

$$\text{BHR}(E_{\text{mono}}) = \frac{\sum_i \left( \max \{H_{120kVp, i} \} - \min \{H_{120kVp, i} \} \right)}{\sum_i \left( \max \{H_{\text{mono}, i} \} - \min \{H_{\text{mono}, i} \} \right)}$$

with scan setups $\mathcal{S} = \{ \text{Air}, \text{Water}, \text{Pelvis} \}$ are introduced, respectively. Both quantities were determined for 29 energies $E_{\text{mono}}$ using Mono and MonoPlus. All n tissue substitutes (except lung substitutes for INR because of material inhomogeneity) were included in this analysis ($n=9$ for INR, $n=11$ for BHR).

Heuristic CT-number-to-SPR conversion

For proton SPR prediction on CT images, an HLUT was defined by CT scans (Water setup) and relative range measurements with 125 MeV protons as described in (27). The CT numbers were determined for cylindrical materials with a diameter of 10 mm and SPRs for the same materials with a diameter of 50 mm. The SPRs of the tabulated human tissues were calculated using the Bethe formula with element-specific mean excitation energies (28) and Bragg’s additivity rule (29).

To define the HLUT, the Hounsfield scale was divided into 3 parts representing different tissue types: low-density materials ($H < -150$ HU), soft tissues ($-150$ HU $\leq H < 150$ HU), and bony tissues ($H > 150$ HU). Each CT number segment was described by a linear function using only tissue substitutes. To avoid steps between adjacent linear functions, the intersection of both functions was set as transition point.

Evaluation of range prediction and dose calculation

To assess the influence of CT number variations between different beam hardening conditions (eg, different body regions) on the predicted proton range, these CT numbers were translated into SPRs using the HLUT previously
defined, and the mean and maximal range deviation between SECT and DECT were determined for a depth of 15 cm.

Moreover, SECT and DECT scans (Table 1) of a head phantom (PBU-60, Kyoto Kagaku, Kyoto, Japan) were evaluated concerning their influence on proton range calculation to verify consistent results and to ensure safe application of the new approach. Proton treatment planning in double-scattering mode was performed with XIO (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden) using a \(1 \times 1 \times 1\) mm\(^3\) dose calculation grid and a beam traversing considerable tissue inhomogeneities until the distal edge of the target volume was reached. The treatment plan was optimized on the 120 kVp SECT scan and recalculated on MonoCTs. Deviations in range prediction were analyzed with line-dose profiles in beam direction and quantified by absolute range differences at 2 specific points: distal range at 90\% (\(R_{90}\)) and 80\% (\(R_{80}\)) of prescribed dose. Dose distributions were compared using a 2-dimensional \(g\) analysis with a passing criteria of 1% dose difference and 1 mm distance to agreement (30) for all transverse CT slices receiving the prescribed dose.

Furthermore, to exclude possible differences between proton range prediction based on CT scans of a real human anatomy or a phantom consisting of tissue substitutes, the same analysis as described above was done for a patient with sacral chordoma for whom medically indicated SECT and DECT scans in direct succession were obtained. The clinically applied passively scattered proton treatment plan with 2 beams from 150° and 210° was evaluated. This retrospective analysis was approved by the local ethics committee (EK535122015).

**Results**

**Evaluation of MonoCT image quality**

The energy-dependent INR and BHR of Mono and MonoPlus are illustrated in Figure 1. For all energies, Mono shows an INR < 1 with a maximum at 70 keV. Consequently, for all MonoCT energies, the Mono algorithm leads to increased image noise in comparison with 120 kVp SECT scans with identical CT dose. Because of additional multiband filtering in MonoPlus, image noise can be clearly reduced in comparison with Mono. Especially for low and high energies, MonoPlus leads to a raised INR in comparison with Mono by up to 25% and

---

**Fig. 1.** Weighting factor \(\alpha\) for MonoCT calculation, image-noise ratio (INR, inset), beam-hardening ratio (BHR, inset), and metal artifact reduction (transverse CT slices of an example patient with hip implants) depending on MonoCT energy. **Abbreviations:** CT = computed tomography; MonoCT = pseudo-monoenergetic CT dataset; Mono = dual-energy CT application Monoenergetic imaging; MonoNIST = monoenergetic CT numbers derived from (26); MonoPlus = dual-energy CT application syngo.CT DE Monoenergetic Plus.
Determination of MonoCT weighting factor

The determined weighting factor \( \alpha (E_{\text{mono}}) \) for MonoCT calculation is shown in Figure 1 for Mono, MonoPlus, and MonoNIST. The energy dependence of \( \alpha \) was fitted with a power-law function. Fit parameters are presented in Supplement EC (available online at www.redjournal.org). Mono and MonoPlus use the same energy-dependent weighting factor. Given that \( \alpha \) is nearly 0 for MonoCTs of 79 keV, these datasets are comparable with those of 140 kVp SECT scans in image noise and beam hardening.

Pseudo-monoenergetic CT numbers obtained by Mono and MonoPlus differ from monoenergetic CT numbers (MonoNIST), which may be caused by the vendor-specific calibration of Mono and MonoPlus. For example, 120 keV pseudo-monoenergetic CT numbers correspond to 140 keV monoenergetic CT numbers because \( \alpha = -0.62 \) is used for MonoCT calculations in Mono and MonoPlus instead of \( \alpha = -0.52 \) for MonoNIST.

The evaluation of all investigated materials and scan setups reveals negligible error bars of \( \alpha (E_{\text{mono}}) \), indicating a sufficiently accurate calculation of monoenergetic CT numbers. Even MonoCTs below the mean energy of the 80 kVp scan (\( \alpha > 1 \)) and beyond the mean energy of the 140 kVp scan (\( \alpha < 0 \)) can be accurately determined by compensating the different impact of X-ray interactions (incoherent scattering vs. photoelectric effect).

Definition of CT-number-to-SPR conversion

In Figure 2, the Hounsfield look-up tables based on 120 kVp SECT and 79 keV MonoCT are compared. A 79 keV MonoCT is particularly suitable for treatment planning because beam hardening is less pronounced (BHR maximum) and image noise is most reduced for MonoPlus (INR maximum), as shown in Figure 1. Both HLUTs are quite similar for low-density materials and soft tissues (\( H < 50 \) HU) because of their major dependence on electron density. HLUT differences in the bony region are induced by the strong energy dependence of x-ray attenuation for materials with a higher effective atomic number than water. This implies a steeper slope with increasing x-ray energy, which is associated with a more sensitive response on CT number changes. In comparison with 120 kVp SECT, HLUT residuals of tabulated human tissues for 79 keV MonoCTs are slightly reduced from a root-mean-square deviation of 1.5% to 1.2%, suggesting slightly fewer differences between tissue substitutes (used for calibration) and the tabulated human tissues. Materials differing from tissue compositions, like polymers or metals, can significantly deviate from the calibration curve and are therefore in general not appropriately covered by any heuristic CT-number-to-SPR conversion.

Evaluation of dose calculation

Head phantom

To quantify differences in proton range prediction between 120 kVp SECT and 79 keV MonoCT, a treatment planning comparison on a head phantom was performed. One hundred forty-six line-dose profiles in beam direction with 1 mm spacing were analyzed considering all transverse CT slices receiving the prescribed dose. In a comparison of SECT-based and MonoCT-based dose calculations, mean absolute range differences between both 0.31 ± 0.15 mm at \( R_{90} \) and 0.31 ± 0.13 mm at \( R_{80} \) were revealed. The maximal absolute range difference was 0.71 mm for \( R_{90} \) and 0.59 mm for \( R_{80} \). All range differences were thus smaller than the used dose grid dimensions. Figure 3 shows three representative line-dose profiles and their range differences between 79 keV MonoCT and 120 kVp SECT.

A 2-dimensional \( \gamma \) analysis (1%, 1 mm) of the dose distributions resulted in a mean and minimal \( \gamma \) passing rate...
of 99.92% and 99.60%, respectively. In summary, an excellent agreement of both dose distributions within the limits of the chosen dose grid dimensions has been proved.

**Patient**
The agreement between SECT-based and MonoCT-based dose calculations was confirmed in the evaluation of a clinical patient treatment plan: range deviations between SECT-based and MonoCT-based dose calculations were comparable to those determined in the head phantom and thus within dose grid dimensions, as shown in Figure 4 with 3 representative line-dose profiles. In line, the analysis revealed a mean and minimal passing rate greater than 99.99% and 99.98%, respectively. Consequently, no clinically relevant changes in the patient’s dose-volume histogram can be observed.

**Discussion**

Given that DECT imaging can potentially reduce CT-related uncertainties in treatment planning, the clinical applicability of DECT in proton therapy was evaluated in this study. Inasmuch as DECT-based voxelwise SPR algorithms are not yet mature for clinical application, this work was focused on the use of pseudo-monoenergetic CT datasets calculated from DECT scans, still relying on a heuristic CT-number-to-SPR conversion. Nevertheless, this study could demonstrate not only safety and feasibility of this specific DECT application for proton treatment planning but also slight benefits.

After optimization of SECT and DECT for radiation therapy concerning image noise and beam hardening, it could be shown that DECT-based MonoCTs can contribute to improved image quality (ie, increased INR and BHR) in comparison with 120 kVp SECT. Owing to efficient noise reduction in the MonoPlus algorithm, the image quality of MonoCTs is considerably enhanced when the application MonoPlus is used instead of Mono. Consequently, clinical calculations of MonoCTs should be performed with MonoPlus. In general, these results (especially concerning scan protocol and image reconstruction parameters) can be directly transferred to voxelwise DECT-based SPR approaches because they are also image based.

For 80/140 kVp DECT scans, 79 keV MonoCTs reveal low image noise and the slightest beam hardening effects on CT numbers. This leads to reduced CT-related inter-patient variabilities, especially between targets of different body regions or patients of different physique, which ultimately enable a slightly more reliable SPR prediction. Therefore, 79 keV MonoCTs (corresponding to 83 keV MonoNIST) were chosen for proton treatment planning.

Based on a patient’s DECT scan, more than one MonoCT dataset optimized for proton treatment planning can be generated. Various MonoCTs with different energies can be calculated to offer clinicians more possibilities for delineating, for example, low-energy MonoCTs for better contrast-to-noise ratio and high-energy MonoCTs for metal artifact reduction (13, 19), as exemplarily, shown in Figure 1 for a patient with hip implants. The question whether these additional opportunities can lead to a
reduction of delineation uncertainties still has to be shown in clinical studies. So far, studies have mostly focused only on improving image quality (14-18).

In addition to the enhanced image quality of MonoCTs in comparison with 120 kVp SECT, the heuristic CT-number-to-SPR conversion is also slightly more precise when 79 keV MonoCT is used. Further improvements relate to the CT number prediction of tabulated human tissues, which are commonly used for HLUT. For SECT, the CT numbers of these materials are determined by a scanner-specific stoichiometric CT number prediction. But for MonoCTs they can be calculated more simply by the use of tabulated mononoenergetic material-specific photon cross-sections multiplied with the scanner-specific weighting-factor ratio \( \alpha = \frac{\alpha_{\text{MonoPlus}}(E_{\text{mono}})}{\alpha_{\text{MonoNIST}}(E_{\text{mono}})} \).

As shown in a head phantom and especially in a clinical patient case, SECT-based and MonoCT-based heuristic proton range predictions and dose distributions are consistent. The benefits concerning interpatient variabilities of SPR prediction, which have been shown in the evaluation of different beam hardening conditions, could by definition not be reconfirmed in this single case study.

In consideration of all results achieved within this study, proton treatment planning based on MonoCTs was clinically implemented at the University Proton Therapy Dresden (UPTD) in 2015 to reduce CT-related uncertainties caused by beam hardening and to make use of additional DECT options for delineating. According to our information, UPTD is the first proton therapy center performing treatment planning on the basis of DECT scans. Until October 2016, more than 950 DECT scans of overall 351 patients were acquired with the use of standardized, and for radiation therapy optimized scan protocols. This continuously growing DECT patient database offers the unique opportunity to validate voxelwise SPR prediction methods on many patient datasets to perform analyses of intrapatient and interpatient variability, to test the robustness of several SPR approaches, to realistically quantify the possible benefit of DECT, and consequently to estimate the potential range uncertainty reduction resulting in smaller therapeutic margins.

It must be emphasized that only one patient case could be included because both a SECT and a DECT scan can be justified only in very rare cases according to the ALARA principle. Therefore, a detailed and reliable range evaluation had to be performed on a head phantom and then verified for an example patient case, which is considered sufficient to exclude possible differences of proton range predictions in phantoms and patients.

Furthermore, the comparison between SECT and DECT was based on the assumption that the total CT doses would be similar. One could argue that an improvement in treatment planning precision would justify an increased CT dose. However, every other dose specification would be more arbitrary than that chosen here.

Because 2 single DECT scans are acquired sequentially with a single-source CT scanner, the obtained images can be influenced by patient motion (eg, breathing, swallowing, or organ movements) occurring within the timespan of acquisition. Consequently, treatment planning based on DECT was initially implemented for tumor entities and body regions, where patient motion can be neglected between both CT scans (eg, brain and skull target sites-more than 50% of all patients). On the basis of control CT scans, which are acquired in dual-energy mode for all patients during proton treatment, the impact of motion on sequential DECT scans is analyzed to possibly widen the spectrum of tumor entities scanned in dual-energy mode for treatment planning (eg, for targets in the pelvic region).

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that DECT-based treatment planning using MonoCTs is feasible and safe. Furthermore, it leads to decreased image noise and beam hardening in comparison with 120 kVp SECT with the same CT dose and enables more opportunities for defining clinical contours. This already contributes to a slightly more reliable proton range prediction. On the basis of these results, proton treatment planning using MonoCTs was clinically implemented. Further improvements are expected from a physics-based, patient-specific, nonheuristic SPR determination. The continuously growing clinical database of standardized DECT scans offers unique opportunities for evaluating different DECT-based SPR prediction approaches and for quantifying intrapatient and interpatient tissue variabilities.
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